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Banana Group - About Me 
Tell us about yourself and why you are here 

Para - Exec Board, Teacher - EL, Board Director, 4th grade Teacher,Para 
Elem/Parent, Kindergarten Teacher, 5th Grade Math/Parent, ORLA Secondary 
math/Parent, District T&L Director-ELA/Math, Instructional Tech TOSA, Middle 
School Social Studies, SLP Elem, Elem Teacher - K-3 Support, Elem 
Principal,High School Science, ORLA k-12 Homeschool Connect teacher 



   
           

         
         

           
          
   

Banana Group - Effective Things 
What have you seen as being effective in our transition to distance learning? 

Communication, consistent, 1:1 zoom, surveys, creative content, small group 
zooms, collaboration, providing technology, More interaction with parents, google 
classroom, packets, tech for young students, car parades, outreach to families in 
personal way, Social Interaction for students, Food service, student advocacy, 
rethinking what is important. 



  
             

         
             

           
            

              
          

            
             

            
              

                  

Banana Group - Barriers 
What hasn’t been working well or have been barriers to the transition to distance 
learning?Overwhelmed parents, tech access/ connectivity, student voices in zoom, inconsistent 
messaging, wifi, too many ways of delivering content, kid having ot supervise kids, putting too 
much on parents, hands on learning for primary, on-line requires stronger reading comprehension, 
no science labs, lack of continuity, inequitable- sped, losing threat relational aspect of teaching, 
parents having conflict with kids re learning, figuring out who is struggling is hard, missing he real 
engagement of in-person, too many platforms, surveys, crickets on zoom, motivation, too many 
platforms, kids isolated, grading, equity, teachable moments in primary are hard to respond to. Too 
much screen time, hard to have teachable moment conversation on deep issues, worry about 
transitions from level to level, lack of quality at-home materials, too much screen time for 
elementary. Supplies for kids at home for things like art projects, missing the equalizer of the 
school house, if we cycle in and out, how do we manage that with materials, and be seamless. 



   
      

   

 

   

   

  

  

    

Plum Group - About Me 
Tell us about yourself and why you are here 

EL, MS, HS teachers 

District Coaches/Facilitators 

EL and HS Counselor 

EL and HS administration/Dean 

Restorative practice implementation 

SPED teacher 

Almost all participants are also parents 



   
           

                  
           

              
            

                  
                    

                    
            

        
             

                  
          
             

                
    

Plum Group - Effective Things 
What have you seen as being effective in our transition to distance learning? 

BW- meet with kids everyday at same time - consistency, still a routine connection; try to provide a lot of PBL without the tech 
CS- Tech support has been very helpful to get up and running with the systems 
EH- helpful in changing the boundaries of what our workday are. Able to adapt to family need for hours 
ER- catering to student schedule and preferences for time. More interest in the later morning/afternoon 
BH- Asynchronous learning - the idea that the instruction can cater to preference of time, while also providing live check in through 
Zoom. How can we get everyone on the same page for offering the same things. Less screen time. More physical material push. 
LC- Collaboration, the tools were already here and now we have to use them and it’s increased collab. How do we keep using the tools 
in a meaningful way. It’s hard to schedule an entire family so the asynchronous method is good 
BW- The idea that different things/ways will work differently for different age levels 
AP- Collab has been great. More collab between peers than usual to sync up to achieve goals. 
CK- Echo collab. Able to meet more with the MS Science teachers, spend more time planning. Sharing resources. Strategies for how 
to accomplish instructional goals in light of different stay at home circumstances. 
LC - We have to slow down and expect that we won’t get as much done 
JC- A lot of compassion from the educators. Recognizing that there is another component. Recognizing stress and lack of coping 
mechan that recog has been great. 



  
             

              
                 

       
            

               
                 

                        
                       

         
                   

                        
      

                          
  

        
                             

              
   

                
           

           

Plum Group - Barriers 
What hasn’t been working well or have been barriers to the transition to distance 
learning? 

LH- having to balance homelife with school aged children at home. Navigating/balancing everything at home. 
JA- Lack of human connection with students. Miss the rich discussions with kids. Community learning. It’s very difficult to get going in a distance model 
AP- so much harder to create those physical interactions virtually. 
TT- Hard because we have to rely on parents to facilitate some of those supports. 
BW- Lack of consistency in expectations from the district. Communication in general (Ex: getting something just minutes before the parents get it) 
JD- How to motivate the student who is not intrinsically motivated. What strategies can we use. Get the student who is choosing to not engage to engage. 
ER- If the students are aware of the requirements, they will do the minimum. If the kids have heard that minimal participation provides a passing grade, they will/have checked out. Lots 
of kids popping into Zooms just to say hi and have some interaction. Have hard copies of books for students to read. Can be difficult digitally. Requests for physical materials. 
JD- have to then engage the parents to get the kids going. 
JA- seeing that a lot of the kids are still showing up and doing the work. Even the kids on the margins. 
EH- Elem important that students are tactile. Would like to see manipulatives in the students hands. What is around the student that can be used or what can be provided. 
LC- Streamlining platforms is important. That conversation needs to concern. 
BH- NTPS had a group of teachers create common sets of lessons/instruction that was then given to all staff. That way teachers had to do less self planning, freeing up time for their 
own home circumstances 
JA- OSD is a little too much “on your own”. 
CK- OSD is different from our neighbors. Can we all agree and be on the same page even with standard yearly planning. This is a difficult thing in OSD. There is a lot of independence. 
JA- Let’s make a move that’s best for kids and all get behind it. Change is too slow independently. 
AP- We’re not independent contractors. 
BW- The pressure of standardization with our current crises in the country is a significant barrier to a meaningful educational experience. 
CJ- Marginalized students are hanging in there because they are desperate for the safety of school 
MA- Heartbreaking trying to help families who are homeless, unable to access tech, basic sanitation, etc 



  
          

          
    

        
        
          
   

Green Apple Group - About Me 
Tom Condon - MMS teeacher CSI, horticulture, enrichment. Rep. MS science and 
hands on; Carol McKay CHS Math department head - IB voice; Pat Cusack CTE 
director; Sarah Adderley - 4th grade RES - maintain family engagement; Chris 
Stubblefield - CHA para; Betsy Winter; Charette - sped teacher; Karina Champion 
- ORLA 7th/8th; Audrey Hamill - primary BHES; Bob O’Donnell - tech; Kat 
Hoffman - 1st grade GES; Heather Slater - CES teacher/librarian; Stacy Udo OHS 
- teacher librarian/soc. Studies dept. chair. 



  
           

         
           

        
       

        
   

Green Apple Group - Effective Things 
What have you seen as being effective in our transition to distance learning? 

Social emotional check ins; allows introverted students the chance to participate in 
a safer setting; engaging home life (e.g., sharing pets and personal connections); 
teachers have increased confidence in tech use; smaller groups relieves some 
distractions and increases confidence; sped - chance to engage parents along 
with students; helped establish routines for families and kids; breaks between 
sessions allows processing and practice time. 



 
             

       
           
             

       
        

     
           

        

Green Apple Group - Barriers 
What hasn’t been working well or have been barriers to the transition to distance 
learning? 

Family demands! Plates are very full; families have multiple kids across a broad 
range of grade levels - too much to manage; limited bandwidth - multiple people 
online at one time; ask families in a crisis to use higher order thinking; particular to 
younger students - familiarity with platforms, acronyms, systems; NEED support 
for parents - they are not trained educators! Mixed messages re: requirements; 
tremendous load on parents and families - particularly with less independent 
students; drop off in participation due to grading system; LGBTQ students - school 
is often a safe haven; need essential standards to help focus efforts 



  
      

   
     
        

    
            

   
         
       

          
                    
             

    
         
      
    
      

   
    

Cherry Group - About Me 
Tell us about yourself and why you are here 

Mick Hart- Facilitating Exec. Director Secondary 
Jennifer Priddy- Finance and Capital Planning- Assistant Superintendent 
Melissa Hayes- T&L K-5 Math integration two kids WMS and PES 
Elizabeth wood- Para OHS Special Services 
Kim Senger- District Social Worker- Student at JMS- Interested in Social Emotional needs of students and staff. 
Celeste Waltermeyer - ORLA Administrator 
Rebecca Porter- GES Teacher 2nd and 3rd Grade- Meet student’s social emotional needs 
Rebecca McMillan-Hastings- Sophomore at CHS Student Rep. School Board 
Would like a way to be able to connect through school 
Keith Holder- Teacher Band MS and ES- JMS, CES, MKES, LBES What do students need and how can we make that safe. Itinerant Band 
Claire Beagle- PTA Pres for Hansen - 3rd and 4th grade- also DLC preschoolers- How will special Ed look in the Fall 
Jodi Boe-OEA President, 
Sherri Russell- Teacher LPbrown k-2 What does k look like in the fall 
Kristen Weed- Orla Montessori teacher - has 2 students at OHS 
Denise Morrison- Sped at LP Brown 
Brenda Corkum- Counselor Mental Health and Academic perspective JMS 
Staff and student support 
Austen Anderson- Kindergarten at Hansen 



  
           

   
          

       
      

      
             

      
       

      

Cherry Group - Effective Things 
What have you seen as being effective in our transition to distance learning? 

1. Flexibility in schedules but consistent schedules offered 
2. Zoom helps teachers connect with students and parents, also Students get to connect with classmates 
3. Google classroom helpful to connect and emails, 
4. Student rep. Appreciates Zoom but other options work well too. 
5. Admin. Using Zoom to pop into classrooms virtually 
6. Suggestion to offer more flexibility were Zoom meetings are recorded and accessible to kids at different times 
7. JMS sends out once a week communication as far as weekly assignments 
8. Phone calls or zoom with students helps students feel more engaged 
9. Younger students really enjoy being able to connect with classmates 



 
             

        
      

       
    

    
    

         
    

      
                   

  
 

Cherry Group - Barriers 
What hasn’t been working well or have been barriers to the transition to distance learning? 

1. Not all students are being reached can only teach who shows up 
2. Concern that not all sped students are engaging 
3. Connectivity to internet is challenging or not available for some 
4. One on one paras- communicating is challenging because of restrictions 
5. Teachers- Learning new technology challenging, need PD 
6. Parents need more tools, what kind? 
7. HS-When the grading expectations changed, some kids drifted and are less engaged 
8. How will teachers get materials to students 
9. Concern for Readability of Communication to families and students 
10. Online doesn’t work for everyone examples, Art, Music, CTE, how do you show a kid how to use a pencil, 

scissors, social skills? 
11. Decreasing family participation 



  
      

     
     

  
     

   
    

 
     

    
   

      
      

     
  

     

Blueberry Group - About Me 
Tell us about yourself and why you are here 

Autumn Lara, Executive Director, Elementary Ed., Facilitator 
Rebecca Cornelius, Parent, CHS & JMS 
Nancy Pasteuski, Parent, MES 
Reid Trevarthen, Teacher @ LP Brown 
Melinda McKown, Teacher 
Sue William, k-5, Elementary Special Ed. 
Frank Durocher, Parent 
Heather Murphy, Spanish Teacher @ OHS 
Conde Wood, Administrator and Parent 
Randy Weeks, Edgenuity teacher @ OHS 
Katiee Savinski, OEA Executive Board, OHS Teacher 
Alexandria Messina, Para-Educator @ CHS and Athletic Coach 
Cecily Schmidt, Parent and Teacher @ Avanti 
Luke Duerre, OHS 
Lacey Mies, Washington State History Teacher @ JMS 



  
           

   
   
     

       
      

      
     

  
        

     
    
      
  

    
   

  
      

    
  

Blueberry Group - Effective Things 
What have you seen as being effective in our transition to distance learning? 

● Use of Zoom - consistency 
● Use of Google classroom 
● One on one tutoring sessions with students 
● Grade level teaming, same grade level assignments, 
● US Mail, letters and cards effective in maintaining relationships 
● Providing non-screen activity that are relevant to assignments 
● Providing access to Wonders ELA digital 
● Using Schoology as main platform 
● Developing a consistent schedule for students, office hours, 
● Providing relevant lesson to their lives 
● Sending surveys to students (restorative program), 
● Regular zoom meeting check in no academic, 
● Reduce class schedules, 
● Focus on student feedback instead of grades 
● Have agreed upon norms 
● Critical standards is a mu 
● Minimize screen time, prompts that get kids outside, guess speakers 
● Messaging weekly from all teachers weekly and consistently 
● Having access to educators as needed 



 
             

  
      

  
 

 
    

  
   

  
  

             
                

            
  

        
                

     
   

Blueberry Group - Barriers 
What hasn’t been working well or have been barriers to the transition to distance learning? 

● Lack of class consistent participation, 
● Unable to get a hold of students 
● Unlearning regular school 
● Technology for teachers (wonders) 
● Establishing expectations early on 
● Everyday I don’t know the schedule 
● Not getting work back 
● Teachers needing time to create 
● Lack of student motivation 
● Students working the system 
● A lot of assignment but not a lot of instruction. Alack of teaching happening 
● Get the plan out earlier, grading piece is a barrier (it took to long and our voice wasn’t honored), 
● Zoom should never of been optional for meeting or to do work, 
● Very little assignments, hardly any 
● Inconsistency between teachers, subjects, schools, too many emails, too many platforms, 
● No consistent message from the district to school, district to home, schools to home seems jumbled, lack of simplicity, 
● Impossible to serve social/emotional, kids being unwilling, 
● Expectations provided ahead of time 



  
                

               
            
                

               
                 

             
               

                
              

               
           
                

           
                

           

Orange Group - About Me 
Deborah - 7th ELA RMS - Inspired to help shape the fall and go back better - and our core values for decisions 
Jason - ⅘ Garfield - Exactly what Deborah said - wants the best for every student in the fall and meet their needs 
Tom P. - Student Support - Mindful and intentional when we go back - including students with disabilities - think 
about diverse needs Annette - WMS AP - kids first - wants to hear what we need to be looking at as she plans 
logistics Quasar - HS at AHS - Obstacle is an opportunity to change for the better Ms. Aaron - 4th grade at MES -
excited to see where this can lead - feels disconnected and wants to find out the best way to support people Dana 
Woods - 1st grade at McKES - background spans grades - how can we better teach our kids w/so many not 
participating Charleen - LPB Principal - wants to ensure kids are taken care of - amazing teaching coming out of 
this and we can do the best we can Chelsey - 6th grade math WMS - leverage to create a better system with 
equity and whole child at the front Dallas - ELA OHS and Theater - rethinking large systems in a positive and 
greater way - voices Quinn - Psych at CHS - social justice and sel Margarita Dunlap - CHS - resource Para and 
MS/ES parent - variety of backgrounds of a collaborative effort and opportunity - some parents are overwhelmed 
Cassie - MMS Teacher Librarian - library voice in how they can be support and collaborate - we have begun the 
process of breaking down old barriers with the student outcomes Heidi- parent at BHES - and one going into 6th 
grade - wants to learn how to do homeschooling :) and be a support partner Joel - PES Principal - think about 
impact on students and families and staff Joshua Boes - WMS and Paraeducator - well informed conversations 



  
           

               

     
             

  
                    

     
              

           
                   

     
          

                  
              

            

Orange Group - Effective Things 
What have you seen as being effective in our transition to distance learning? 
Teachers reaching out to homes with positive things and counselor visits to ensure people are okay - community first. Whole child 
focus. 
Relationship building - this is hard but going well. 
Zoom meetings from a parent perspective - they can see their friends and teachers - those connections are important as well as the 
packets and letters sent home 
Thinking about learning not having to be all same/same time and way - can see how students can be successful without the direct 
instruction but switch to collaboration work 
Videos and different types of lessons - can be paused and rewatched - zoom is to reinforce not introduce - this includes videos teacher 
librarians are creating and sending that also help with how to access platforms, etc. 
Nearpod and Kahoot are both active and engaging in Zoom - looking for new ways to engage students - be goofy and do fun things 
they would be doing in the classroom 
Accountability tracking has been helpful so teachers know who is not engaged to support them 
“Field trip” opportunities. Online resources from the district. Tech training. Being able to communicate with my students via 
Zoom, Google Classroom, Schoology, and email. My families too through Skyward and email. Colleagues helping one 
another. Listening to my students and asking them what they want to learn more about. 



 
             

      
        
           

        
                
                   

             
            

        
               

         
  

              
                 

                    
                  

       

Orange Group - Barriers 
What hasn’t been working well or have been barriers to the transition to distance 
learning? 

HS - schedules - students having to decide which class to “attend” 
Tech at ES (lower ES) and parents struggle and equipment 
Some parents are able to help and others are not (tech challenge) - tech support 
Fear is that Distance Learning might be more procedures versus collaboration, etc. 
Too many platforms - we will need to teach families and students what they are and how to use them (need how tos…) 
One on one supports are challenging. You need an extra adult present to be able to work with them and sometimes students have 
different schedules to be available (i.e. kids helping with family businesses/working) - evening hour support will be needed 
How do we prepare students for social and emotional part of school in early ed? 
When testing was removed it was devastating for students - and they miss their friends. 
Students who have adults as their check in might not have an adult they trust in their lives to touch base with 
No social groups/depressed - students need interaction - this is also a challenge for teachers/adults 
Need more community building 
Can we continue and keep these tools that are allowing us to connect and work in different ways? 
Tech experience - teachers trying to build their skills and lead families - better now but will be a continual need. Learning how to upload 
material onto GC and Schoology. I have seen a drop off in participation the longer remote learning has been going. My students with 
IEP's infrequently join Zooms, email me, or go onto GC or Schoology to work on tasks. Kids feeling sad at home because of fear of 
Covid-19, not interacting with their peers, struggles with siblings/parents,guardians. 



   
  

    

           
      

Peach Group - About Me 
Parent x 2: 
-multiple school aged children OSD 
-Griffin & CHS 
Elementary principal 
Teachers 
1st grade, 2nd grade, 2nd/3rd, 5th grade, LEAP, RMS, WMS, OHS, CHS 
Knox: tech, T&L; para: CHS special education 



   
           

     

        

       

 

   

Peach Group - Effective Things 
What have you seen as being effective in our transition to distance learning? 

Collaboration opportunities have been amazing, sharing resources 

Creative use of paras, e.g. assigning para to teachers/departments 

Consistency across the building in terms of scheduling, assignment delivery, etc 

Flexibility, pacing 

Social connections facilitated through Zoom 



  

             

     
   
          

              
 

                
    

               

      
        
            

   
 

            

Peach Group - Barriers 

What hasn’t been working well or have been barriers to the transition to distance 
learning? 

Parent: quality of experience really varied between teachers 
Group interactions/shared learning limited 
Limited access to teacher in the moment (to answer questions, get help) 
Technology challenges: glitches, teachers unable to answer tech questions, fatigue with tech, poor connection, limited band 
width - FAMILIES NEED TECH TRAINING, 
Barriers: Need for adult support/supervision in learning for younger students and those with disabilities, need “at home 
learning kits” - i.e. hands on materials 
How to respond to nonverbal students; connecting to students that don’t respond at all; managing student behaviors 
(frustration/anger) 
Parents that don’t engage, “it is just too hard” 
Distance learning requires internal motivation; how do teachers assess work and develop this motivation 
Teacher awareness of struggling students (in the moment) is limited in distance learning, requires students to develop skills 
in advocating for help 
Chemistry without labs is really hard! 
Wish List: District coordination of grade level teaming at elementary, shared resources 
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